
Audit Committee 22 June 2017

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE,
HELD ON THURSDAY, 22ND JUNE, 2017 AT 7.30 PM

IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, COUNCIL OFFICES, THORPE ROAD, WEELEY, 
CO16 9AJ

Present: Councillors Coley (Chairman), Alexander, Hones (except item 1) and 
Scott

Also Present: None

In Attendance: Richard Barrett (Head of Finance, Revenues and Benefits Services), 
Steve Blake (Audit Manager), Ian Ford (Committee Services 
Manager), Clare Lewis (Fraud and Risk Manager) and Katie Sullivan 
(Committee Services Officer)

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS 

An apology for absence was submitted on behalf of Councillor Poonian (Vice-
Chairman), with no substitute.

2. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 16 MARCH 2017 

The minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 16 March 2017 were approved as 
a correct record and signed by the Chairman.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were none on this occasion.

4. REPORT OF AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE MANAGER - A.1 - REPORT ON 
INTERNAL AUDIT - MARCH - MAY 2017 AND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AUDIT 
AND GOVERNANCE MANAGER 2016/17 

REPORT ON INTERNAL AUDIT FOR MARCH TO MAY 2017

The Council’s Audit and Governance Manager (Steve Blake) provided a periodic report 
on the Internal Audit function for the period of March to May 2017.

The Audit and Governance informed the Committee that 98% of the 2016/17 Internal 
Audit Plan had been completed by the time of production of this report, with all key 
systems audits complete or at draft report stage. Eleven audits had been completed in 
the quarter of which eight had been given either Substantial or Adequate Assurance. 
Three audits had been rated Improvement Required and no audits had been rated 
Significant Improvement Required.

It was reported that an annual self-assessment against the Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards had identified a small number of outstanding compliance issues to be 
addressed during 2017/18 alongside the changes arising from the introduction of 
revised Standards from April 2017.
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The Audit and Governance Manager also informed the Committee of the current 
position in relation to:

(i) Public Sector Internal Audit Standards;
(ii) Standard 2060 Reporting to Senior Management and the Board;
(iii) Internal Audit Plan 2016/17 Progress;
(iv) Internal Audit Plan 2017/18 Progress;
(v) Independence of the Internal Audit Activity;
(vi) Outcomes of Internal Audit Work;
(vii) Sundry Debtors;
(viii)Risk Management;
(ix) Uniform Application Review;
(x) Management response to Risk;
(xi) Management response to Internal Audit Reports; and
(xii) Quality Assurance.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE MANAGER 2015/16

(1) Opinion on the Overall Adequacy and Effectiveness of the Council’s Internal 
Control Environment

The Audit and Governance Manager informed Members that the Internal Audit function 
had completed 37 scheduled audits during the year, and a further 10 2016/17 audits 
had been completed by May 2017.  For the audits that had been completed, assurance 
had been classified as:-

Assurance         Number of Audits 
Substantial 15
Adequate 24
Improvement Required 8
Significant Improvement Required 0

The Audit and Governance Manager informed the Committee that the result of each 
audit completed had been included in periodic reports produced during the year, and the 
Committee’s attention had been drawn to any significant issues where the level of 
Assurance had been classified as Improvement Required. Whilst there had been audits 
during the year given this level of Assurance, the number at this level was low, however 
those audits had included some weaknesses relating to key systems in use across the 
Council therefore giving a wider risk exposure. No audits had come close to being 
classified Significant Improvement Required.

Taking account of the above and, where appropriate, reviews by other assurance 
providers, whilst the governance arrangements were generally found to be sound and fit 
for purpose, the wider risk exposure linked to some of the significant issues reported 
had resulted in it only being possible to give a qualified assurance.

(2) Qualification to the Opinion

It was reported that the opinion that had been given above had been based upon the 
level of Internal Audit activity that it had been proved possible to deliver with the 
resources available during the year.  It had not been possible to fully complete the 
planned work during the year as detailed elsewhere in this report, although all key 
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audits had been undertaken or were in progress at the year end.  In forming an opinion 
the audit outcomes identified, but not reported until the 2017/18 plan year had been 
taken into account. The level of coverage achieved was considered sufficient to be able 
to provide the assurance required.

(3) Summary of the Internal Audit Work Undertaken to Formulate the Opinion, and 
Reliance Placed on the Work by Other Assurance Bodies

In accordance with best practice and the requirements of the Public Sector Internal 
Audit Standards, the 2016/17 plan had included arrangements for the follow up of 
issues found at previous audits. This had taken the form of: -

 Separate follow up audits and embedded follow up work within assurance 
audits. In those cases any ongoing outstanding issues were formally 
reported to management, with any significant issues drawn to the 
attention of the Committee.

 Action Tracking – monthly reminders had been issued, and responses 
verified by evidence where it was appropriate to do so.    

A schedule of the audits undertaken during 2016/17 was included at Appendix B of the 
Report of the Audit and Governance Manager.

Upon completion of each audit a draft report was issued to the appropriate Corporate 
Director / Head of Department, containing details of any findings required addressing 
that which had been identified. Subsequent discussions had been held with appropriate 
Senior Managers and final reports were then issued, which included detail of agreed 
actions to resolve the issues identified. There were no instances, for the reports issued 
during 2016/17, or subsequently to date, where a satisfactory action had not been 
identified and agreed. 

(4) Issues relevant to the preparation of the Annual Governance Statement

The overall opinion given in this report was relevant to the Annual Governance 
Statement, as was the need to highlight the issues raised in audits on Sundry Debtors, 
Procurement, Section 106 Agreements, Housing Allocations, Risk Management, Payroll 
and Human Resources Computer Application Review, and Uniform Computer 
Application Review all of which had been given an assurance rating of Improvement 
Required. 

(5) Performance of the Internal Audit Function

The performance measures used during 2016/17 were as follows: - 

Performance 
Measure

Actual 
2016/17

Actual 
2015/16

Actual 
2014/15

Actual 
2013/14

Actual 
2012/13

Percentage of Audit 
Plan Completed

86% * 79% 71% 94% 91%

Percentage of 
Satisfactory 
Responses to 
Satisfaction Surveys 
Issued with Final Audit 

100% 96% 96% 100% 96%
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Reports

*At the time of producing this report 98% of the 2016/17 plan had been 
completed.

(6) Independence of the Internal Audit Activity

The Internal Audit function had maintained an independent role during the year, 
compliant with the requirements of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards. Effective 
arrangements as detailed below were in place to maintain independence taking into 
account the Audit and Governance Manager’s other corporate responsibilities. Effective 
mechanisms were in place to ensure that any other conflicts of interest within the team 
were identified and addressed on an audit by audit basis, with no instances where there 
was considered to be any impairment to independence or objectivity. 

(7) Compliance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards

The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards had been in place from 1 April 2013 and 
updated in 2016 and 2017. Progress updates had been periodically reported to the 
Committee, on the work being undertaken to demonstrate conformance with the 
requirements of the Standards. Since their introduction alternate solutions had been 
agreed by the Audit Committee regarding the following standards:- 

1110 Organisational Independence

The standards required specific input from the Chief Executive and the Chairman of the 
Audit Committee regarding the Audit and Governance Manager’s performance 
appraisal. Alternate arrangements that enabled both to comment on the performance of 
the Audit and Governance Manager at any time, rather than through the formal 
appraisal process, had been agreed.

1130 Impairment to Independence or Objectivity

The Audit and Governance Manager had during 2016/17 operational responsibilities 
regarding Corporate Governance and Risk Management in addition to his Internal Audit 
duties. The standards identified that audits of activities where such a conflict of interest 
arose should be overseen by someone outside of Internal Audit. As there were practical 
issues identifying suitable staff external to the Internal Audit function who did not have a 
conflict of interest, the alternate arrangement agreed was for the Principal Auditor to 
undertake the Audit and Governance Manager’s role for such audits, with the latter’s 
role in the audit being solely that of auditee. This avoided any conflict of interest and 
ensured that those audits had been managed by a member of staff with Internal Audit 
skills and expertise. 

New Standard 1112 Chief Audit Executive Roles Beyond Internal Auditing 
applicable from April 2017 provided additional clarification and a requirement to 
periodically review such arrangements – this would be addressed in a future report to 
the Committee.  

As referred to in the periodic report above, a small number of compliance issues relating 
to the Standards remained outstanding at 31st March 2017, and were listed at Appendix 
A. Until the external assessment planned for later in 2017 had been undertaken 
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successfully and any issues identified addressed, the Internal Audit function could not 
be considered fully compliant with the Standards.

Following discussion and questions by Members, it was:

RESOLVED that the contents of the report be noted.

5. REPORT OF CORPORATE DIRECTOR (CORPORATE SERVICES) - A.2 - ANNUAL 
GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2016/17 

The Audit and Governance Manager submitted the Annual Governance Statement 
2016/17 for the Committee’s approval.

It was reported that a new format had been devised for the Annual Governance 
Statement to inform Members and the public in a proactive way of the effectiveness of 
the Council’s governance arrangements. The Annual Governance Statement had been 
drafted taking account of the new CIPFA / SOLACE framework. 
The Committee was informed that the CIPFA / SOLACE framework identified that an 
Annual Governance Statement should include:-

 An acknowledgement of responsibility for ensuring that there was a sound 
system of governance (incorporating the system of internal control) and 
reference to the Council’s Code of Governance;

 Reference to, and assessment of, the effectiveness of key elements of the 
governance framework and the role of those responsible for the development 
and maintenance of the governance environment, such as the Authority, the 
Executive, the Audit Committee, Internal Audit, and others as appropriate;

 An opinion on the level of assurance that the governance arrangements could 
provide and that the arrangements continued to be regarded as fit for purpose in 
accordance with the governance framework;

 An agreed action plan showing actions taken, or proposed, to deal with 
significant governance issues;

 Reference to how issues raised in the previous year’s annual governance 
statement had been resolved; and

 A conclusion – a commitment to monitoring implementation as part of the next 
annual review.

Members were aware that the CIPFA / SOLACE framework required the Annual 
Governance Statement to be approved at a meeting of the Authority, or a delegated 
committee - this role had been delegated to the Audit Committee. The framework also 
required that the Statement be signed by the Leader of the Council and the Chief 
Executive, on behalf of the Council.

The Committee was informed that the CIPFA /Solace framework no longer provided a 
model statement that could be adopted, and it was up to each Authority to produce a 
compliant statement in a form of their choosing. The format adopted reflected the 
structure identified in the CIPFA / SOLACE framework above.

The Annual Governance Statement for 2016/17 was attached at Appendix A for 
approval by the Committee. It would then be subject to audit by the Council’s external 
auditors, following which it must be signed by the Leader of the Council and the Chief 
Executive, and appended to the Council’s Statement of Accounts. If any changes were 
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required following audit, then a revised Annual Governance Statement would require the 
Committee’s approval.

Members were advised that the Leader of the Council and the Chief Executive were 
required to be advised of the implications of the results of the annual review of the 
governance framework and that actions were in place to address any weaknesses. In 
this respect, the Governance Framework in place for 2016/17 was considered to be 
robust with improvements made during the year, and significant issues that did arise 
identified. A number of ongoing or forthcoming items had been identified for progression 
in 2017/18. To monitor progress, those improvement items would be reported to 
Members as appropriate.

After consideration of the report, it was RESOLVED that the Annual Governance 
Statement 2016/17 be approved.

6. REPORT OF CORPORATE DIRECTOR (CORPORATE SERVICES) - A.3 - 
CORPORATE RISK UPDATE 

The Head of Finance, Revenues & Benefits Services & Section 151 Officer (Richard 
Barrett) presented to the Committee a report on the Risk Management Framework and 
the updated Corporate Risk Register.
It was reported that, within the period under review, no new risks had been added to the 
register, no risks had been removed, or amended and there were no items that were 
currently under review. Risks had been amended in respect of – 

(1) 2c Community Leadership Projects;
(2) 1a Failure to Effectively Manage Assets;
(3) 1b Catastrophic IT Network Failure;
(4) 1c Ineffective Communication / Management of Information;
(5) 6a Loss of sensitive and/or personal data through Malicious Actions, Theft 

and/or Hacking;
(6) 6c Disconnection from PCN Network; and
(7) 9a Ineffective Emergency Planning.

The Committee was informed that although no changes had been identified as being 
required at this time, the Risk Management Framework was included at Appendix A to 
the report for information purposes only. 

After consideration of this item it was RESOLVED that -

(a) the contents of the updates provided to the current Risk Register be noted;

(b) in the light of the Grenfell Tower in Kensington, London fire disaster, the Cabinet 
be requested to re-assess the Council’s emergency plans for the evacuation and 
re-housing of residents in the event of a fire, flood or other major incident and 
ensure that the Council’s financial reserves are adequate to cope with the 
aftermath over a number of months; and

(c) the Cabinet be also requested to reassess the emergency arrangements for its 
own office buildings.
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7. REPORT OF CORPORATE DIRECTOR (CORPORATE SERVICES) - A.4 - TABLE OF 
OUTSTANDING ISSUES 

There was submitted a report by the Council’s Corporate Director (Corporate Services) 
(A.4) which presented to Members the progress against outstanding actions identified 
by the Committee.

It was reported that there were no significant issues to bring to the attention of the 
Committee, with updates provided against individual items, as set out in Appendix A to 
item A.4 of the Report of the Corporate Director (Corporate Services), or elsewhere on 
the agenda where appropriate.

For information the External Auditor’s Fee letter relating to 2017/18 was attached to the 
report. This highlighted a 2017/18 proposed fee that remained the same as for 2016/17. 
The 2017/18 budget was £74,840, which was expected to be sufficient to meet the 
indicative audit fees including those associated with the certification of the housing 
benefit subsidy claim once finalised by the PSAA. If the total fees for the year increased 
due to the cost of additional work that might be required, then this would be managed 
within the overall budget position.

It was RESOLVED that 

(a) the progress made against the outstanding issues be noted; and

(b) Officers explore, with the Council’s insurers, the opportunity to undertake a risk 
audit of the Council’s properties focusing on fire prevention/response issues.

8. ITEMS SCHEDULED FOR THE NEXT MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE IN 
SEPTEMBER 2017 

It was reported that items currently scheduled for that meeting included:

1) Internal Audit Regular Monitoring Report
2) Audit Results Report 2016/17
3) Counter Fraud Strategy / Update
4) Annual Review of the Risk Based Verification Policy
5) Table of Outstanding Issues

The meeting was declared closed at 8.37 pm 

Chairman


